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quaD[t6 de Mg pr6sente est ordonn6e dans M(1).
I-es longueurs moyennes de liaison d6montrent que
The crystal structure of an arfvedsonite of
les trois petits cations trivalents sont ordonn6s dans
composition (Ks.r.Nas.2sXNa1.saCaa.16)(Fe2*r.uoMgo..,
le site (M2) de la mdme fagon que pour les autres
Mn6.13Fe3+ n.esTio.0sAl.ols).(Si7.ssA16.17)
O2e(OH, F, O)2 amphiboles monocliniques. ks atomes du site-24
from the Red Wine alkaline co'nplex, Labrador has d6montrent un d6sordre
de position dans le plan
been determined by least-squares refinement of
ir miroir; ceci suggdre qu'en l'absence du Al t6tra6
three-dimensional counter-diffraclometer X-ray data drique, il n'y a aucun
rapport entre I'occupation de
(R-factor 4.7Vo for 1193 observed reflections). The
M(4) par Na et I'occurence d'un d6sordre atomique
space gr^oupis C2/m, a 10.007(2),b 18.077(2),c
du site-l le long de I'axe de I'ordre 2. L'examen
5.3320)4, p t04.r0l(7)",v:935.a848, z:2.
des compositions d'amphiboles des groupes eckerConstrained refinement of the octahedral sitemannite-arfvedsonite et .magn6siocataphorite-catapopulations indicates that the small amount of Mg
phorite d6montre que la somme des cations de
present is ordered into M(l). A consideration of
type-y est habituellement moins que 5.0; seulement
tnean bond lengths shows that the small trivalent
lOVo des analyses d'amphiboles examin6es sont
cations ar eordered into the M(2) sitr- as found for
satisfaisant€s selon la norme habituellement accepother monocllnic amphiboles. The atoms occupyiug
t6e (Papike et al. t974). Les d6viations de la somme
the l-site show positional disorder in the mirror
5.0 en cations f sont inversement reli€es i la somplane, suggesting that in the absence of tetrahedral
me du groupe-X, ce qui laisse supposer I'occupation
Al, the occupancy of M(4) by Na is not related to
des sites-Ii, M(l), M(2) et M(3), par les cations
the occurrence of l-site atom disorder along tle
de typerX. Si le Ca est inclus comme cation de
two-fold ads.
type-Y, alots 7oo/o des analyses peuvent 6tre consiExamination of the cell coDtents of amphiboles
d6r6es satisfaisantes. Donc, soit que la majorit6 des
of the eckermannite-arfvedsonite and magnesiocataanalyses d'amphiboles sodiques est bn erreur sur
phorite-cataphorite groups shows that the sum of
ce point, ce qui a aucuDe cons6quence pour les
the conventionally acc:pted Y-type cations is genamphiboles calciques et sub-calciques, ou le Ca
erally less than 5.0, and of the amphibole analyses peut peupler
les sites octa6driques dans les amphiexamined, only 1O% are satisfactory according to
boles sodiques.
generally accepted criteria (Papike et al. 1974). The
deviations from the ideal Y-group sum of 5.0 are
ffraduit par le journal)
inversely correlated with the X-group sum, suggesting occupancy of the lf-sites-M(l), MQ) and,
M(3)-by the X-type cations. If Ca is included as a
INTRoDUcrroN
Y-type cation, TOVo of the analyses may be considered as satisfactory. Therefore, eithei the maArfvedsonite
is a sodic iron amphibole typijority of sodic amphibole analyses are subject to a
cally found in alkaline plutonic rock. ft is partisystematic error of little significance in calcic and
cularly common in agpaitic associations as a
subcalcic amphiboles, or Ca can substitute into the
product of late-stage crystallization, and as a
octahedral sites in sodic amphiboles.
major ferromagnesian phase in alkali granites
(e.g. Borley
1.963). The
ideal
formula,
Sor"rrvrerns
Na3(Fez+,Mg)o@e3+,Al)sLorr(oH,F)a
proposed
La structure cristalline d'un arfvedsonite avanr
by Sundius (1945) conesponds more closely to
une composition (IG.rrNao.rrXNa1.gCaj.1.XFesi3."o most analyses than
the formula
Na:Cao.o
+6.srTio.oeAl6.xJ
M96.11Mn6.1sFea
(Si?.seAlq.1z)Or2(OH,F, (Fe'*,Mg)a.uFe8+r.s(Siz.oAlo.u)Orr(OH,Dg
proposed
O), et provenant du complexe alcalin Red Wine, au
by Miyashiro (1,957). The /,-site is generally
Labrador a 6t6 d6termin6e par affinement moindres
fully occupied by (Na*K)
and although subcarrds des donn6es tridimensionnelles obtenues par
stitution of some Ca into the M@) site together
diffraction des rayons-X sur diffractomdtre i compteur (l'indice R : 4.7Vo pour 1193 r6flexions ob- with additional octahedral (Fe"*,Al) and tetraservdes).I,e groupg spatial est C2/m, a [O.OO7(2), hedral A1 is common, the formula of Sundius
must be considered as more appropriate. It is
b ls.oJ7(2), c 5.332(l)A, p r}4.1}r(7)o, V:
also more advantageous from a crystal-chem935.48A3, Z:2.
L'attinement avec contrainte des
populations-sites octa6driques indique oue la petite
ical viewpoint as it does corespond to an inABsrRAcr
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te$al point (012) in the charge distribution
space of Whittaker (1968).
A two-dimensional refinement of an arfvedsonite from Tirnngdliarfik, Greenland (Kawahara 1963) confirmed its general similarity with
crocidolile (Whittaker 1949) despite the apparent c-glide extinctions in the diffraction pattern. However, this result contradicts the conclu.sionsof Singh & Bonardi (1972)' based on
their interpretation of the Miissbauer spectrum
of an arfvedsonite from Joan Lake, Labrador.
They suggest that the ,M(2) atoms may have
local Or symmetry, whereas in the crocidolite
structure, the M(2) octahedron is the most distorted of the octahedra.
In this regard, the occurrence of local Or,
symmetry around the MQ) site is completely
incompatible with local bond strength requirements. The structure of arfvedsonite is refined
here to present a precise characterization of
the structure.
Expr,ntvtrNTArThe arfvedsonite used in this study is from
an amphibole-aenigmatite-nephelineagpaite in
the Red Wine Complex, Labrador (Curtis et a/.
L974a,b,c,).Electron microprobe analyses(L. W.
Curtis, pers. comm.) indicate very little chemical
variation; the mean analysis and the results of
a Wet-chemical analysis of a hand-picked separate are given in Table 1. The Fet+/Fe*' ratios for the two independent determinations are
virtually identical and agree with that determined by M6ssbauer spectroscopy(unpublished
work). The cell contents were calculated on the
basis of 24(O,OH,F) from the mean of the two
asalyseslfor the refinement, the occupanciesof
the octahedral and ,4-sites were normalized to
integral values.
Long-exposure single-crystal precession pho'
symmetry
diffraction
tographs
displayed
2/ mC-/ -, consistent with the space group C2/ m
exhibited by all other sodic clino-amphiboles;
no streaking or subsidiary maxima occurred.
Cell dimensions determined by least-squares refinement of 15 reflections aligned automatically
on a 4-circle diffractometer are presented in
Table 1, together with other information pertinent to the refinement.
A regular cleavage fragment of dimensions
0.041X0.062x0.157 mm was used to collect
the intensity data. The crystal was mounted on
a Syntex Pi automatic diffractometer operating
in the 0-20 scan mode with variable rates from
2.O-24.Oo/min., depending on the peak count
through an angle of 2o and the ar-c, separation. Graphite-monochtomatized MoKa radiation (,1,-0.71069A) was used, and background
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OF ARFVBDSONITE
TABTE 1, CT'SIAL DAIA TOB AXWBDSOIIT8
!ll'c@
p&be.

Wet
ch@.

}ted
A@1,

lrtr1t cell cGtentst
based oo 24(o'oE'I)

lttrlt celL Cdt4ts
lsetl 18 !ef1n@!c

48.78

49.20

48.99

st

7.830

Al2o3

1.61

1.70

1.66

^rIV

.4.!Z-S

1to2

0.58

0.96

0.77

Tetrahedral

26,47

26.64

sro2

leo

26.56

7.830
0.170

t 8.000

8,000

e1E

0.143

0.145

T1

0.093

0.094

3.550

3.604

re203 7.53

7.50

7.52

!{!0

0.89

0.98

0.94

!l8O

0.49

0,40

0.45

Fe"

0.905

0.919

cao

0.95

0.90

0.93

lttr

0.L27

0.129

Na2o

6.66

7.22

6.94

K20

3,95
-

3.39

3.67

f,20
F
t,$z

--Q:2!
gl:L

t.&

r.64
-:
!q9::1

-91!
r.o0.2e

tat*

o - ro.oot(z)L
l - 1s.077(2)i
a - 5.332(l)f,

f,

0.109

4.925

5.000

Ca

0.159

0.159

Nel'(4)
M<4)t
NJ
K

r.8r! .
2.000
0.310
0.:718

r.E41
2.000
o.293

I sxte t

1.058

0.707
1.000
l{o/c

kdlatlon/Mooochlo@to!

I565
lPobsl
1193
No. of Dod-eqote. ltrobJ >4o
4.72
ltul
I (obseFed Aeta)
Totel no. of Eon4qulv.

6 - 104.101(7)"
v(ij)

Octehedlal

n t.n?

935.48A-

4.82

FlmI F

space ctoup d2ln

reperature f,actor fo*

Eed!

exp l-L

Lrrr*rf
L n'r tr'1'" '1

n-: ( rooflr""r.l ) / r lrob'l'
)' I -roo,']], -t
"r-[rr( lrou"H"..r"1
lleclroD

Elcroprobe

amlysls

by

L.W.

Cultls'

unlverslty

of

Todto

counts were made at the beginning and end of
each scan. Two standard reflections were monitored every 50 reflections; no significant change
in their intensities was observed during the data
collection. A total of. 1567 reflections was measured in one asymmetric unit out to a 20 of 65" The data were corrected for absorption (for
polyhedral crystal shape), Lorentz, polarization
and background effects. A reflection was considered as observedif its magnitude was greater
than four standard deviations based on counting
statistics. Application of this criterion resulted
in 1193 observedreflections.
REFINEMENT

Scattering curves for neutral atoms were
taken from Cromer & Mann (1968) together
with anomalous dispenion coefficients from
Cromer & Lieberman (1.970).The final atomic
coordinates and equivalent isotropic temperature factors of ferrotschermakite (Ilawthorne &
Grundy 1973a) were used as initial input to the
least-squaresprogram RFINE (Finger 1969);
initial site-populations of the ostahedral sites
were arisumed to be completely disordered.
Several cycles of full-matrix least-squares re'
finement gradually increasing the number of
variables resulted in convergence at an R-factor
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of.7.3Vo. As with previous refinements of clinoamphiboles (Papike et al. 1969: Hawthorne &
Grundy 1,972, l973a,b; Robinson et al. L973),
the l-site temperature factor was anomalously
large (5.7A) at this stage. The z{-site atoms
were positionally disordeied in the mirror plane
and along the twofold axis, using the refined
parameters for alumino-hastingsite (Hawthome
& Grundy 1975). One cycle of least-squares
yarying the positional pararnetersand site-populations ot the A(2) and A(m) sites togethei with
all other variables reduced the R-factor from
7.3Vo to 5.8/o and the R.-factor from 7.6Vo
to 5.9V0; this improvement is significant at the
0.005 level (Hamilton 1965). The site-occupancy
of the AQ) srte was zero within two standard
deviations, and this site was removed from the
refinement Except for the A(m) atoms, temperature factors were converted to anisotropic and
a correction for isotropic extinction (Zachariasen
1968) was introduced into the refinement. Fullmatrix refinement of all variables resulted in
convergence at R-facton of 4.7% (observed)
and 7.0% (all data) and R*-Tactors of 4.8%
(observed) and 69% (all data). Observed and
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1ABLE 5.
Atona

FINA-L ATOMIC POSITIONS AND EQUIVAI,EM
TE}{PERATURE FACTORS FOB ARFVEDSONITE

Slte

x

T(1)

0.r.096(3)
0.1201(4)
0.1074(5)
0.3643(4)
0.3440(4)
0 , 3 3 6 3( 4 )
0.3262(6)
0.2738(1)
0.2864(1)
0
0
0
0
0.0172(5)

anlsotroplc
',the ?4-alte

0 . 0 9 1 4( 2 )
0 . 1 7 3 1( 2 )
0
o.2473(2)
o.r273(2)

o,Lr72<2)
0
0 . 0 8 6 1 8( 7 )
o.L7ro4(7)
0 . 0 9 2 0 5( 5 )
0 . 1 8 4 4 3( 5 )
0
o . 2 7 7 9( 2 )

\

t@perature
atoDs.

factors

o,2082(7)
o.7332(1)
o . 7 0 6 7( 9 )
o.7984(7)
o . 0 8 2 7( 7 )
0.584L(7)
0,2988(r0)
o . 2 9 L 7( 3 )
0.8018(2)
\
0
o
h
0 . 0 4 0 2( 9 )

were

lot

reflned

for

lu(1)-0 (1)
! r ( 1 ) - 0( 2 )
Ir(1)-0(3)

Atob

ANISOTROPIC TE}TPEMTT'RE.FACTOR COETFICIENTS
ARFVEDSONITE

Bt1

R

"22

R

A
'12

R
-13

R

0 ( 1 ) r 4 6 ( 3 0 )7 3 ( 9 ) 6 1 1 ( 9 7 ) 2 ( 1 2 ) 8 3 ( 4 s ) : 1 1 ( 2 5 )
o(2) 254(33) 63(9) 829(716) 8 ( 1 4 ) r . 0 1 ( 4 8 ) 2 7 ( 2 6 )
o ( 3 ) 2 0 2 ( 4 5 )6 3 ( 1 3 ) 5 8 5 ( 1 6 0 ) 0
79(68)
0
o ( 4 ) 3 3 8 ( 3 4 )5 8 ( 9 ) 7 4 7 G r 5 ) -45(14) 223(49) -16(25)
a $ ) 2 0 7 ( 3 2 )7 o ( 9 ' 6 L O ( 1 0 6 ) -3(r2) 208(45) 77 (25)
0(6) 2e3(34) 65(9) 467(eS) 3(L2) 96(40 -7eQ4)
o(7) 31r(49) 33(12) L24LG7') o
2 2 7( 7 4 )
0
? ( r . ) 1 4 5 ( 1 1 )3 5 ( 3 ) 3 7 4 ( 3 8 ) - 3 ( 4 )
79(r_6) 13(9)
? ( 2 ) 1 6 2 ( 1 1 )3 6 ( 3 ) 3 6 7 ( 3 7 ) -10(5)
79(L6)
0(e)
rv(r.) 210(9) 52(3) 508(31_) 0
128(12)
0
M(2) 188(e)' 42(3) 546(32) 0
88(13)
0
M<3) 23L(L6) 42(4' 501(53)
0
8 7( 2 1 )
0
r / ( 4 ) 3 8 2 ( 3 0 )8 6 ( 8 ) 1 2 6 7 ( 9 8 ) o
4rr(4)
0

7.637

!r(3)-0 (1)
2 . 1 0 0 ( 4 ) M(3)-0(3)

4
2

MeanN(3)-0
lt(4)

PolYhed!@

M(2) octahedlo!

r.r(2)-0(t)
(2)
r'r(2)-0
u(2)-0(4)

11(4)-o(2)
2,L6L{4) u(4)-0 (4)
2 . 0 8 4 ( 4 ) !,r(4)-0(5)
1 . 9 5 3 ( 4 ) tit(4)-o(6)

Meaa H(2)-0

2,066

A(E) -0(5)
A(E)-0(5)
A (a) -0 (6)
A(o)-0 (6)
A(E)-0 (7)
a(E)-0(7)
A(E)-0 (7)
A(m)-0 (7)
Mean for

2.846(5)
2.923(5)
3,037(5)
3 . 3 9 7( 5 )
2 . 6 1 6( 8 )
2.666(8)
3,497(7)
3.950(8)
12

3.094

8

2.a62

for

r (1)-r (2)
3.0e8(2)

0(6)

3 . O 5 9( 2 )

through 0(5)
1 ( 1 )- r ( 1 )
acto6a nlrror

2
2

2.t L9<4)
2.374(4)
2.937(4)
2.614(4)

MeanU(4)-0

A(n) PoLvhedron

Conventlonal

A-Sl.te

2 . 7 5 5( 3 )
3.2L2(3)
2.629(2)

A-0(5)
A-0(6)
A-0(7)
A-0(7)
Mean

for

3.047

12

M(r ) -lr (1)
M(1)-M(2)
1) -r{ (3 )

M(r)-u(4)

3.328(2>
1.146(r)
3.r43(t)
3.350(3)

M(2)-M(3)
M(2) -M(4)

4.Ls7(2)

l,lla ce I Ianeos

A(E)-A(E')
A(E)-T(r)
A(b)-t (2)

TASLE 6. POLYREDRALEDGE LENGTHSFOR ARFVEDSONITE
T(1) Tetrahedron

0 ( 1 )- 0 ( 5 )
o(1)-o(6)
0 ( 1 )- o ( 7 )
0( s ) - 0 ( 6 )
0(5)-0(7)
0(6)-0(7)
llean

FOR

r.er:(a)8
r.585(4)
r.667(4)
1.680(4)

uean M(1)-0

z,atz(s)8
z.ol I \))

2 . 6 7s ( 5 )
2.70o(5)
2 . 6 0 0( 4 )
2 . s 9 6( 5 )

0-0
M(1)

TABLE 4.

r
1
1
1

U(3) octahedron

H(1) Oclahedroo

throuah

0.72(5)
0.89(5)
O.74(7)
0.el(5)
0.74(s)
0.82(5)
0.95(7)
0 .46(2)
o.48(2)
0.66(2)
0.60(2)
0.65(3)
i . . 2 3 ( 5 ) -^
r.28 (8)

Tetlahedf,on

lrean 1(2)-0

Ican T(1.)-0

r(r) -1(2)

B"qulv.

3(2)

1 . 5 9 8(
r(2)-0(2)
1 . 6 3 4( 4 ) r ( 2 ) - 0 ( 4 )
7.632(4) r ( 2 ) - 0 ( 5 )
r(2)-0(6)

I
1
1
1

r ( 1 )- r ( 2 )
0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)
0(5)
0(6)
0(7)
?(1)
?(2)
.t1(1)
M(2)
lr(3)
1,t(4)
A(n)

Tetrahedron

r(r)-0(1)
1(1)-0(5)
r(1)-0(6)
r(1)-0(7)

ISOTROPIC

u

A

Diatadce

Dlstadce

MuLttpllclry

M€d
TABTE 3.

SELECTED CAUON-ANION DISTANCES IN ARIVBDSONITE
Botrd

O-ctahedron

o( 1 : )- o ( 2 ' )
0( r - ) - 0 ( 2 ; )
0(r:)-o(3:)
0 ( 1 * )- 0 ( 3 *)
o (2)-o (2)
0( 2 )- 0 ( 3 )
0( 3 )- 0 ( 3 )

2 . 8 1 3( 5 )
3 . 1 1 4( s )
2.852(5)
3 . r . 3 4( 6 )
3 . 0 0 9( 7 )
3 . 1 3 4( 4 )
2.678(9)

Mean 0-0

2,982

T(2) Tetrahedroo

2 . 6 7 3( 5 )
2 . 6 8 7( 5 )
2 . 6 8 1( 5 )
2 . s 9 8( s )
2 . 6 4 7( 5 )

Mean0-0

2,669

M(3)

Octahedron

0( 1 ) , - 0( 1 )r
o ( 1 : ) - o ( 2 ")
o ( 1 - )- 0 ( 2 " )
0 ( r ) - o ( 4) ,
0( 2 ; ) - o ( 4 -)
0( 2 - )- 0 ( 4 - )
o(4) -o (4)

2 . 7 1 4( 7 )
2 . 8 1 3( s )
2 . 9 5 6( 5 )
2 . 9 2 9( 5 )
3 . 0 3 0( 5)
2 . 8 5 4( 5 )
3.o25(7)

Mean 0-0

2.909

Octahedron

otrll-o<rjl
o( 1 ; )- o ( U )
0(r:)-0(3:)
0 ( 1 - )- o ( 3 ' )

2.714(7)
3 . 3 0 5( 7)
2.852(s)
3 , 1 3 e( 6 )

Mean0-0

3.000

M(4)

M(2)

z.r:a(s)8

0( 2 )- 0 ( 4 )
0(2)-o(5)
0 ( 2 )- 0 ( 6 )
0 ( 4 )- 0 ( 5 )
0 ( 4 )- o ( 6 )
0( s )- 0 ( 6 )

Polvhedroa

o(2),-o(2),,
0(2")-0(4;)
o(2:)-o(4")
0(2-)-0(s;)
0( 4 ; )- 0 ( 5 : )
0(4.:)-o(6.:)
o(s:)-o(6;)
0(5:)-0(6;)
o(6-)-0(6-)

3.00e(7)
3.2L7(5)
3.030(5)
3.733(5)
3 . s 6 7( 5 )
2.se8(5)
2.7o0(s)
3.264(5)
3.602(7)

Mean 0-0

3.L77

IN ARTVEIIS0NITE
TABLX 7. SELE0IED INIERAT0MIC '\NCLES
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UACNITUDES AND ORlEMAIIONS
OF THE TIIERMAL ELLIPSOIDS

OT TUE PRIIICIPAL
IN ARFVEDSON1TE

AngIe

R . r ' {s..
T(l)

T(2)

Tetrahedron

o ( 1) - T ( ] . ) - 0 ( 5 )
o(1)-?(r)-0(6)
o(r)-r(r)-o(7)
0(5)-r(1)-o(6)
o ( 5)-r(1)-0 (7)
0(6)-r(1)-0(7)
Iean 0-1(1)-0
M(1)

o(2)-r(2)-O(4)
u r . 5 ( 2 ) nr?\-r(2\-o(5)
r 1 2 . 0 ( 2 ) o(2)-1(2)-o(6)
11r.3(2)
2)-0(s)
2)-0(6)
1 0 5 . r ( 2 ) 0 (s) -r (2)-0 (5)
105.0(2)
l'lean O-T(2)-0

r09.4

o ( 1u)-uO.)-o(2d)
o(1u)-M(l)-o(21)
o ( I u ) - H ( r) - 0 ( 3 ")
o (1u) -'t (1)-O ( 3u)
o(2)-r1(1)-o(2)
o (2)-x(l )-o (3)
o(3)-M{r)-o(3)

83.8(r)
96.6(1)
84.4(2)

Itean 0-lt(1)-0

90.0

lui-M(3)-o (3u)
9 1 . 5 ( 2 ) ltean O-u(l)-0
95.4(1)
7 7. 7 ( 2 )
M(4) Polvhedron
(4)-o (2) j
!t(4)-0(4-)

E(2) Octahedroo

A-Stte
o(7)-0(7)-0(7)
A* - 0.233

1u)-M(3)-o(ld)
r!) -M(3)-0(1))
lu)-U(3)-0 (3-)

o (2u)-M(4)-o (4u)
7 7. 8 ( 2 ) o ( 2 u ) - M ( 4 ) - o ( 5 : )
8 3 . 0( r ) o (4u)-!l(4)-o(5-)
8 8 . 3 ( 1 ) o(4u)-M(4)-O(6:)
9 0 . 7 ( 2 ) o ( 5 " ) - M ( 4 ) -- oo ( 6 * )
(6u)
(4)
97.2(2)
-M (4) -o (6)
89.9(2')
101.5(2)
0-M(4)-0
89.8
Tetrahedla!

r(1)-o(s)-r(2)
6 9 . 0 ( 1 ) 1(1)-o(6)-r(2)
r(1)-0(7)-r(1)
o(5)-o(6)-0(5)

gon -40(7)-o(7)-o(7)

AngLe to
a-sLe

to

Algle
b-qls

AngLe to
c-ula

r17.4(2)o
109.0(2)
108.7(2)
111.0(2)
10s.4(2)
104.5(2)

o(1)

o . 0 8 2( e ) l
0.09r(8)
0.111(7)

6(40)o
e6i45)
8 7( L 2 )

94(rt)o
97(17)
8(16)

l-09(45)o
1s9(42)
e8(17)

109.3

0(2)

0.097(8)
o.1Lo(7)
0.1r.1(7)

82e4\
asizti)*
23azsz\

L44(24'
120(103)
71(143)

59(26)
L49(26)
eo(231)

o(3)

0 . 0 8 9( 1 2 )
0.099(11)
0 . 1 0 2( 1 0 )

93(54)
L77(54)
900

90.0

o(4)

0 . 0 8 4( 9 )
0.096(8)
0.135(6)

L23Q)
84(1e)
34(6)

136(25)
L23(28)
114(7)

58(31)
146(30)
81'(7)

0(5)

0.058(11)
0.103(7)
0. r19 (7)

L26O\

76,9(2)
78.4(1)
84.3(1)
87.8(1)
83.6(1)

irzirbl
-soiroi

114(7)
62(18)

34(6)
roo(13)

60(7)
38(24'
69(33)

3o(7)
11s(14)
106(18)

90
90

90
129Q4)
39 (24)

M(3) octahedroo

0c!ahedron

o G)-r(r)-0(1),
o(1:)-r(2)-o(2:)
o ( 1 " )- H ( 2) - 0 ( 2 - )
o (r).-M(2)-o(4) d
o ( 2 - ) - H ( 2 ) - 0( 4 - )
o(2u)-x(2)-o (4u)
o(4)-u(2)-0(4)
$ean 0-t{(2)-0

Dlsplac@e!t

Tetrahedron

AXXS

78.8(2)
r.01.2(2)
84.s(1)
95.5(1)

o(6)

0.063(11)
0.112(7)
0. r20(7)

e8(6)
rosisbl
21435)

o(7)

0 . 0 7 4( 1 3 )
0.r14(10)
0 . t 3 3( 9 )

900
25(24)
65Q4)

0 . 0 6 6( 4 )
0.078(4)
0 . 0 8 4( 3 )

1
- a1i2i l(i 9
l )

r(1)

r(2)

0 . 0 6 8( 4 )
0.075(4)
0.090(3)

lro(9)
-1i oi i 8l i l i )

u(1)

0 . 0 8 0( 3 )
0.094(2)
o.Loz(2)

115(4)
90
25G)

M(2)

0 . 0 8 3( 3 )
0.085(3)
o.o92(2)

u(3)

u(4)

71.8(1)
57.8(1)
87.1(2)
76.0
Chaln

r35.E(2)
138.6(2)
r43.4(3)
171.5(2)
170.2(3)

/9oo

calculated structure factors are given in Table 2*. Final atomic positious and equivalent
isotropic temperature factors are presented in
Table 3, and the final anisotropic temperature
factors are presented in Table 4. Interatomic
distances and angles were calculated with the
program ERRORS G. W. Finger,. pers. c-ornm')
u.tO are presented in Tables 5, 6, and J. In"
magnitudis and orientations of the principal
axi of the thermal ellipsoids were calculated
with ERRORS and are presentedin Table 8'
Site populatiorrs
According to the chemical analysis, a small
amount of aluminium occurs in the tetrahedra
of the chains. It has been shown @apike et aI'
1969; Hawthorne 1973; Robinson et al. .1973)
that ihe mean tetrahedral bond lengths in the
amphiboles are sensitive to the aluminium ocoopuo"y of the tetrahedra. Of the three methods
of^ estimating the tetrahedral aluminium occupancies prop-osedby Papike et al- (L969)' the
iecond method appeared to gwe the most c-onsistent results tof the small amount of data
*Table 2 may be obtained from: Depository- -of
Unoublished bata, National Science Library, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ootario,
Canada.

;rit;

11(54)
79(54)
90

90
90

3e(16)

s8(7)'

rr7(13)
151(15)
e8(25)

29(13)
rr8(13)
84(15)

103(20)
153(14)
r13(ro)

ts(22)
105(22)
8e(7)

90
0
90

10(4)
90
80(4)

90
6 9( r 4 )
22(L4)

0
90
90

90
173(14)
83(14)

0 . 0 8 2( 4 )
0.083(4)
0 . 1 0 5( 4 )

9 8( 7 )
90
8(7)

90
0
90

7(7)
90
9't (7)

0.098(6)
0.120(6)
0.150(5)

140(5)
90
5 0( 5 )

90

36(5)
90
54 (5)

the Large
Dlnacy of

standard
the 41s

deviatLons
orlentatlon'

90
lndlcate

virtual-

lndeter-

available at that time. This method of assigning
tetrahedral aluminium depends on the individual
mean tetrahedral bond lengths, and the curves
of Robinson et aL (1973) and Hawthorne (1973)
are essentially refined versions of this scheme
utilizing a larger data set. Whereas the curves
of Roiinson it al. (1973) were derived from
the
data on 5 amphiboles and 4 pyroxene-s,^
curyes of Hawtlorne (1973) were derived from
data on 10 amphiboles showing the maximrrm
range of tetrah;dral aluminium known (A1* =
O.O:2.73 atoms per formula unit), and for this
reason the cu'rvei of Hawthorne (1973) are used
here. However, none of the relationships between mean tetrahedral bond lengths and aluminiu6 occupancy is completd satisfactory' It
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Flc. l. The variation in mean^bo_nd
feng0h of the T(2) site with tetrahedral bond length distortion for
the non'Alry amphiboles.Arfvedsonite
ls indicated by the solid .i.i;.
has-b_e3n
$own by Mitchell et al. (L970, L97t)
a-nd Hawthorne (1973) that the magnitudes of
the deviations of the individual boid lengths
from their mean value affect the mean te-trahedral bond lengths in the non-aluminous am_
phiboles.-Although the q?(2)-O)
bond tength
in arfvedsonite (fable 5) is larger than that Expected.for con?pleteSi occupancy (1.632A)
as
oenved trom the curves of Hawthorne (1973),
inspection of the individual bond lengths'shows
that this site is also more distorted tha'n ; A;;"
amphiboles from which the deterrninative curves
welg,derived. Figure 1. shows the variation iu
<"(2)-O>
wirh tetrahedral bond length distortion A* for the non-Alry amphiboiis; this
luggests that the larger qT(2)-O) bond leneth
rn artuedsonite is causedby bond length dist-or_
tion, and is thus compatible *itn
3i
"J-pf"t"

*A:'%,

1
s
CE1

(lo - l)zfio2,qhere & : individual
bond length and

t": g4 ;

dE I

t;

occupancy. This would indicate that the small
amount of tetrahedral aluminium present resides,at the ?(1) site. In contrast io the Te)
tetrahedron, the bond length distortion of the
7(1) site is similar to those distortions exhibited
by the amphiboles used to derive the predictive
curves of Hawthorne (1,973), and hence this
curve should be applicable to arfvedsonite. An
occupancy of 0.04 Al at T(1) is forecast from
this curve, in complete agreement with the
amount of tetrahedral aluminium derived from
the chemical analysis and the above conclusion
th?t TQ) is completely occupied by silicon.
Iq 4u final stages of the refinement,'and
Ti and
ostahedral A1 were assigned to Me)
the
occupancies
and Mg
.Fe* (-Fe!++Fer*+Mn)
were refined over the M(l), Me) and Mg)
sites. Slight negative occupancies of Mg were
observed at the M(l) and Me) sites; however,
these were within one standard deviation
(0.006) of zero, and consequently the Mg occupancie_sfro,m M(1) and Me) *ere set iqual
to zero for the final cycle of refinement. C6mplete occupancies were assigned from the re-
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finement results together with -the
<MQ)42
of mean bond length criteria.
bond length is considerably shorter than the
and <M(3)-O> bond lengths, in<M(l)4>
<licating that the smaller trivalent cations are
ordered into this site. If all aluminium, titanium
and ferric iron are considered as occupying
M(2\, the predictive equations of Hawthorne
(1973) forecast a <'M(2)-0> bond length of
2.066A. in exact asreement with the experimental result: this is taken as an indication that
the above oidering pattern is complete. With
respect to the M(1) and MQ) sites, it is known
from the refinement results that the Mg occupies the M(3) site, and thus it is necessary
only to derive the Fe'+/Mn occupancies from
bond length criteria. Using the mean bond
length-ionic radii curves of Hawthorne (1973),
the minimum deviation between observed and
calculated mean bond lengths occurs for complete Mn ordenng into M(3) : <M(l)-O),
lalc : 2.126(144, obs = 2.115(3)A; <M(3)
--O). calc=2:.80(12\A, obs -2.126(4)A. attnoirin the agreement for tle M(1) site is not
exact, the deviation is within one root mean
square deviation of the forecast result. In addition, tlre Mn site preference MQ)>M(|)>MQ)
conforms to that found recently for other amphiboles (Hawthorne I 973). Complete site-popuiations are presented in Table 9. Because tle
evidence suggesting complete Mn ordering into
.lf@) is at best scanty, these site-populations
should only be consideredas tentative.
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?(r)

0.96 St + 0.04 A1

re)

1.00 sl

r"tQ)

2+
1.00 Fe-'
0.460 re3+ + o.42o fe2+ + 0.073 Al + 0.047 Tl

.r/(3)

0.76 re?+ + 0.13 Mn + 0.11 Hg

M(4)

0.921 Na + 0.079 ca

A(n)

0.293 Na + 0.707 K

M(L)

*slt"-o".upar"1e9

of Mg
1n tems
for these sltes
by coDstralned
Fe*( -Fe2++Fe3++MD) were derlved
standard
(f lnal
estlmteal
popul-ation
ref l.neoent
AL
- 0.006) afte!
of octahedral"
aaslgment
ifoa
I'tn were
octahedral
and
A1
to M(2\.
Tetlahedral
(eee text)
of observed bond leogths
on the'basts

and Fe ;
sltedevlaand Ti
asslgned
'

It is apparent that the ,4-site cation has a significant- effect on the bridging T(1)-O bonds
due to the decreasedtetrahedral bond strength
requirements of these anions. The f(1)-O(7)
Uond is considerably longer in arfvedsonite than
in the vacant z4-siteamphiboles where T(1)-O(7)
* I.6L6A, a feature that is also exhibited-by
richterite (Cameron 1970; Cameron & Gibbs
1971).Conversely,the T(1)-O(5) and 7(1)-0(6)
bond lengths are very similar to the corresponding bond lengths in the calcic (vacant ,4-site)
amphiboles, and much longer than . the corresponding bonds in glaucophane (yhe-re the
is occupied by Na, as in artuedsonite,
U@)
"l{e./-site is vacant) due to the additional
but the
bond strength contributions to O(5) and 0(6)
from the ,4-site cation. The same feature is exhibited by the T(2) tetrahedron, where the
T(2)-O(5) and f(2)-O(6) are considerablylonger
than in glaucoPhane.
Polyhedral geometries and distortions
An empirical bond strength table was calfdr arfvedsonite (Iable 10), using the
culated
lengths
The variations in tetrahedral bond
curves of Brown & Shannon (1973). From an
are generally similar to those in otler non-Aln
that the
amphibolet @apike et aI. L969; Finger 1969; inspection of this Table, it is app-arent
anions are
eapike & Clark 1968; Mitchell et al. 1970,l97L; boid strength requirements of tle
variation
Cameron 1970; Cameron & Gibbs L97L, 1973). the maior iause of the bond length
TABLE 10. EMPIRICAI, BOND STRENGTN*TABI,E FOR ARFVEDSONITE

M(3)

M(2)

o(3)
o(4)
o (5)

u.)/q

n

intooY

o'-ogl"?+
^ ^,.x2+
0.165
0'L50

0(7)

lengths

the

used

0. 980

1.119
0.892

r.902
2.073 (2.L35)

0.985

0.861-

2.043 (2'086)

o.zot^I

+

o.rzo*t 13.Xii"r*>

fron

2.L4L
2.006
1.080

o,raz"?

(0.062^f)
^

*calculated

1.028

o,reo^f

o(6)

*fond

r(2)

1.084

o.::e"?
o.qot"?

o.g'tq*?
o.rga"?
o.350'9'

0( 1 )
0( 2 )

r (1)

M(4)

curves

are

for

of

Blom

spllt-slte

& Shanooo
model

for

(1973).
the

Bond stlengths

A-stte.

2,237

o,gafl

are

1n valence

unlts'
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GENERALLY ACCEPTED SITE-OCCUPANCIBS IN A!,TPSIBOLES

A
M(4)

y
"z

M(1) l

Me)t
M ( 3 )'
T(r) |
?(2) I

Na,K
Na, Ca,l'h, f ez-,Mg

by the l-site cation, and has the effect of
slightly straightening 1ls tetrahedral double
chain and promoting linkage between the octahedral and tetrahedral elementsof the structure.

t+
Mg,Fe-,Mn,At,Fe',Tt

s1,A1

within individual polyhedra, with cation-cation
repulsion .and structural linkage requirements
presumably having only a minor effeCt*. In this
regard, the individual bond length variations
are fairly similar to those exhibited bv the richterites. In particular, M(I)-O\)
is the shortesr
bond in the M(L) octahedron in these amphiboles, contrasting strongly with tremolite-a'ctinolite and glaucophane in which tlis bond is
close to the mean M(I)-O value and with the
pargasites,ferrotschermakite and the ferromagnesian amphiboles where M(1)-O(2) is the
Iongest bond. It is apparent from Table 10 that
this is the result of the variation in formal
:!1p" and bonding characteristicsof the M(2),
M\4) and T(2) cations in these series of amphiboles. The same reasoning also accounts for the
extreme variations in the Me)-O bond lengths
in- arfuedsonite,richterite and glaucophane.Substitution of monovalent cations into the M(4)
site decreasesthe bond strengths supplied to
the O(2) and O(4) anions, leading to a shortening of the M(2)4e)
and Me)4@) bonds; this
suggeststhat the bond length distortion, A, of
th9 MQ) site is strongly controlled by the monovalent cation occupancy of the M(4)-site. On the
basis of their interpretation of the. M6ssbauer
spectrum of an arfuedsonite, Singh & Bonardi
(1972) suggesl that the local symmetry around
the M(2) cation in arfvedsonite is Oo. This is
completely incompatible with the results of the
present study which shows the M(2) octahedron
to be very distored. The most apparent difference between arfuedsonite and the other calcic and sodic amphiboles occurs n |he M(4)
polyhedron. The M(4)-O(5) bond is considerably longer in arfvedsonite than in the other
calcic and sodic amphiboles and examination of
Table 10 shows that this interaction is extremelv
weak This relative lengthening of the M(4)-O(5)
and M(4)4(6) bonds occurs because of the
additional bond strength supplied to these anions
*It should be noted that this situation
contrasts
with that extant in structures that are formallv
charge-balanced, where these factors play a majoi
role in determining bond length variaiions and ihe
anion bond strength requirements act solely as a
coflsFaint on the magnitude of their effect.

Tnr CnnursTRy oF THE
Ecrnn uewNrts-AnnyEDsoNITE SERtsS
In recent years, there has been much interest
in the compositional variations in the minerals
of the amphibole group. However, most of the
work has centred on the calcic and sub-calcic
amphiboles (Leake 1965a,b, 1968, l97l; Robinson et al, 1971; Kostyuk & Sobolev 1969;
Saxena & Ekstrdm 1970) and the only general
work on the sodic amphiboles in recent years
is that of Kovalenko (1968). During the course
of this study, a casual inspection of arfvedsonite
analysesin the literature indicated several features that did not agree with current ideas on
the crystal chemistry of the amphiboles, and
this prompted a more detailed investigation of
the chemistry of this series.As this was hindels4
by a paucity of analyses,no criteria of acceptance were applied and all analyses were used;
this point is of particular importance as it is
the deviations from what is generally accepted
1g _!" 3 superior amphibole analysis @hillips
1963; Papike et al. 1974) that are of interest
in this series.
The general formula of the minerals of the
amphibole group is conventionally written as
Wo-'XzY"ZeOz,(OH),
@eer a/ al. 1963).Table l1
shows the corresponding site-nomenclature and
generally accepted scheme of cation site-occupancies @apike et al. L974). Of the three major
groups of monoclinic amphiboles, the sodic
amphiboles are the only ones to contain major
amounts of Li. The cell contents of Li-bearing
arfved-qonites@orley 1963; Sundius 1946) suggest that Li occupies the octahedral sites and
this is supported by spectroscopic (Addison &
White 1968) and X-ray (Colville & Gibbs 1965)
measurements; thus Li is considered as a
Y-group cation in this study*. One condition
inherent in the cation distribution scheme of
Table 11 is that the sum of the Y-type cations
is equal to or exceeds 5.0, and this has been
used as a condition of a satisfactory amphibole
analysis @hillips 1963; Papike et al.- 1974).
Examination of sodic amphibole analyses from
the literature shows that this condition is not
satisfied in a large number of cases.Figure 2
*This contrasts with the situation in the orthorh.o*[, amphiboles, where Li occules the M(4)
site (S/hittaker 1969; Gibbs 1969) and is thus an
X-group cation.
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is a frequency diagram for the formal Y-cation
sums of the amphiboles examined in this study.
Approximately 60Vo of the analyseshave sums
significantly less than 5.0, and tle mean value
for all analysesis 4.88. This situation was noted
by Phillips (1963) with respect to individual
analyses; he suggestedthat low Y-group totals
were caused by compensating errors in the
chemical analysis together with the occurrence
of vacanciesin the ostahedral sites. On the basis
of a bond strength criterion, the occurrence of
vacancies on the octahedral sites is extremely
improbable. With respect to the possibility of
compensating errors, this always must be considered as a possibility; however, recalculation
r5
of an analysis assuming compensating-error €
corrections necessaryto produce the ideal cation sums is merely an algebraic exercise,based
only on the premise that the cation sums be
equal to a specified value. Examination of the
calcic and subcalcic amphiboles (Leake 1968)
shows that the sum of the Y-group cations do
tend to be )5.0, in contrast to the situation
extant in the sodic amphiboles as illustrated Frc.
2. Frequency diagram for the formal Y-cation
by Figure 2. lf it is assumedthat the result in
sums in amphiboles of the eckormannite-arfvedFigure 2 is due to compensatingerrors in chemsonite and magnesiocataphorite-cataphorite series.

t

g
x
ft

>

Y

tYPg cations ----------------

Fto. 3. The variation in conventional X-typ, cation sums $/ith conventional y-type
cation sums in tle alkali amphiboles with X 2.5. The various fields in the diaeram
are explained in the text.
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ical analysis, we are forced to the additional lated on the basis of 23 oxygens because the
observation that the quality of sodic amphibole water analyses were unavailable; it has been
analyses is systematically poorer than that of shown (Borg 1967) that the calculation of amphibole formulae on the basis of 23 oxygens
calcic, subcalcic and vacant ,4-site sodic amphi
produces cation sums that tend to the ideal
boles.
values becauseof self-compensatingerrors, and
If it is considered that the occuttence ol
thus the possibility exists that this small pervacancies on the octahedral sites is unlikely'
the only alternative is the substitution of large centage could be even further decreased if it
X-type cations (Na, Ca) into the octahedral sites. were possible to recalculate these analyses on
the basis of 24(O,OH,F). Twenty percent of the
This possibility is examined in Figure 3 which
analyses fall into the forbidden field and thus
shows the variation in X-cation sums with that
be
are presumably in error. The remaining 70Vo
Figure
may
This
Z-cation
sums.
of the
divided into three areas; the area to the bottom of the analyses lie in the field that would be
right is the allowable field of alkali amphiboles allowed for amphiboles if the X-type cations
if the large X'type cations (Ca,Na,K) are con- substituted into the octahedral sites; if this subsidered as being restricted to ttre M(4) and stitution does not occur, the inevitable conclurl sites: the area to the left is the allowable field sion is that 90% of. all sodic amphibole analyses
for alkali amphiboles if the X-type cations are are significanly in error. The latter is unlikely,
considered as allowable substitutions into the and the alternative conclusion is that the large
octahedral sites; the area to the top right is that X-type cations do substitute into the octahedral
part of the diagram completely forbidden to sites.This feature of the chemistry of the eckeramphiboles as the total number of cati'ons ex- manite-arfvedsonite amFhiboles was not apceeds the number of crystallographic sites avail- parent in the earlier work of Kovalenko (1968)
able in the amphibole structure. Only lOTo of. as all the amphibole formulae were calculated
the available analyses fall into the allowable on the basis of l3(Y+Z) cations, and not on
field, and several of these are analyses calcu- 24(O,OH,r).

C€.:t

Y type callos

€

Frc. 4. The variation in (Na*K) with f-type cation sums for the alkali amphiboles,
where Ca is influenced as a Y-tpe cation,
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The question now arises as to the chemical versity of Toronto, for supplying a separate of
identity of the X-type cation entering the octa- the arfvedsonite together with a microprobe
hedral sites. On the basis of a bond strength analysis. Financial assistance was provided by
criterion, Ca would be expectedto fill this role. the National ResearchCouncil of Canada (grant
This premise is examined iu Figure 4 which
to R. B. Ferguson) and the University of Manishows the variation in the X-cation sums with
toba.
that of the Y-cation sums where Ca has been
included in the Y-cation sum. The lower right
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